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a b s t r a c t

A tethered balloon system was used to collect data on radiometric and cloud

microphysical properties for mixed phase boundary layer clouds, consisting of ice

crystals and liquid water droplets during a May–June 2008 experimental campaign in

Ny-Ålesund, Norway, located high in the Arctic at 78.91N, 11.91E. The balloon

instrumentation was controlled and powered from the ground making it possible to

fly for long durations and to profile clouds vertically in a systematic manner. We use a

radiative transfer model to analyze the radiometric measurements and estimate the

optical properties of mixed-phase clouds. The results demonstrate the ability of

instruments deployed on a tethered balloon to provide information about optical

properties of mixed-phase clouds in the Arctic. Our radiative transfer simulations show

that cloud layering has little impact on the total downward irradiance measured at the

ground as long as the total optical depth remains unchanged. In contrast, the mean

intensity measured by an instrument deployed on a balloon depends on the vertical

cloud structure and is thus sensitive to the altitude of the balloon. We use the total

downward irradiance measured by a ground-based radiometer to estimate the total

optical depth and the mean intensity measured at the balloon to estimate the vertical

structure of the cloud optical depth.

& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Long-lived thin stratus clouds play an important role in
the radiation budget of the polar regions. Thus, it is
important to validate radiometric measurements and
microphysical properties of clouds obtained remotely via
satellite instruments and in situ by instruments deployed
on aircrafts. Whereas aircrafts are limited by flight
durations and satellite observations are hampered by
low contrast between cloud and snow/ice covered
surfaces in the visible and temperature inversions in the
infrared spectral range, a tethered balloon system (TBS)

can collect in situ data on radiometric and microphysical
properties of clouds for days at a time. In this pilot project,
mixed phase boundary layer clouds, consisting of ice
crystals and liquid water droplets, were observed with
instruments deployed on a tethered balloon platform
during a May–June 2008 experimental campaign in
Ny-Ålesund, Norway, located high in the Arctic at
78.91N, 11.91E. The balloon instrumentation was con-
trolled and powered from the ground providing a unique
ability to fly for long durations and to profile clouds
vertically in a systematic manner.

The solar radiation field in a cloudy earth atmosphere is
strongly influenced by scattering and absorption by cloud
particles as well as by the albedo of the underlying surface
[1]. The optical properties of clouds needed in radiative
transfer simulations are the optical depth, the single-
scattering albedo and the scattering phase function of
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cloud particles. Clouds may consist of liquid water droplets
or ice crystals, or a mixture of liquid water and ice particles
(mixed phase). Clouds exhibit large variations in phase and
optical properties on both small and large scales and are
challenging to treat realistically in radiative transfer models
(RTMs), particularly in RTMs employed in climate model-
ing. Reliable knowledge of cloud microphysical and
radiative properties, which is crucial for the radiative
transfer and energy budgets [2], is required to improve
the accuracy of climate predictions and enhance key
observation networks in the polar regions.

While the relative radiative influence of water droplets
and ice particles can be simulated numerically, there has
been a relative dearth of reliable in situ measurements of
vertical profiles of water and ice portions of mixed-phase
clouds in the Arctic. The 1998 NSF Surface Heat and
Energy Budget of the Arctic (SHEBA) project, combined
with NASA’s First ISCCP Regional Experiment (FIRE) Arctic
Cloud Experiment (ACE) project provided the first aircraft
measurements from which water and ice crystal particle
size distributions could be reliably separated using cloud
particle imager (CPI) data [3]. After SHEBA/FIRE.ACE the
only field campaign with CPI data focusing on aircraft
measurements of arctic clouds is the Mixed-Phase Arctic
Cloud Experiment (M-PACE) conducted on the North
Slope of Alaska in September/October of 2004 by the
Department of Energy (DOE) Atmospheric Radiation
Measurement (ARM) Program [4].

Based upon the lessons learned from SHEBA/FIRE.ACE
and M-PACE, a TBS was developed and deployed to study
mixed-phase clouds in Ny-Ålesund Svalbard, Norway
(78.91N, 11.91E) in May/June 2008 with support from
the Atmospheric Division of NSF and the Norwegian
Research Council through its International Polar Year
programme and the project IPY-THORPEX. The TBS
instrument package included basic meteorological sen-
sors as well as miniaturized microphysical and radiation
sensors [5]. The data collected by the meteorological
sensors included pressure, temperature, humidity, wind
speed and wind direction. Radiation measurements were
made using a 4p radiometer that simultaneously mea-
sured irradiances at 500 and 800 nm on the six sides of a
cube, measurements that can be used to estimate the
mean intensity. Microphysical data were obtained using a
miniaturized version of an airborne cloud particle imager
(CPI). The TBS can be used to make vertical profiles of a
cloud from the balloon’s maximum height all the way
down to the surface and unlike aircraft, to cover the full
vertical extent of most boundary-layer arctic clouds.
Depending on horizontal wind speed relative to the
vertical profiling speed of the balloon, the profile provided
by the TBS relative to a moving cloud is nearly vertical,
unlike aircraft profiles, which are either slant or spiral,
thus mixing regions of clouds over horizontal scales of
several kilometers. The Ny-Ålesund deployment demon-
strated the utility of the TBS as an observing system
capable of making long-term, cost-effective measure-
ments of the microphysical and radiative properties of
clouds in the Arctic.

Climate change appears to be more pronounced in the
Arctic than in other regions of the globe [6] and it has

gradually become clear that the Arctic is much more
important for the global climate than had been appre-
ciated. Therefore, an interagency Study of Environmental
Arctic Change (SEARCH) program was developed to
observe changes in the arctic climate. Although future
projections from global climate models vary, there is
broad agreement that the arctic ice cover will shrink
considerably. The Barents Sea and the area around
Svalbard are crucial due to feedback mechanisms and
high variability in the sea ice cover. The data collected by
the TBS can be used to investigate how the optical
properties of mixed-phase clouds will influence the
radiation budget and thereby climate change in the Arctic.

In this paper, we attempt to understand the optical
properties of mixed-phase clouds by analyzing the radio-
metric measurements from the Ny-Ålesund campaign
with the help of a state-of-the-art radiation transfer
model based on DISORT [7]. The radiometric TBS mea-
surements obtained for a clear-sky situation on May 4,
2008 and cloudy situation on May 29, 2008 were analyzed
for this purpose. These measurements consist of mean
intensity data collected at 500 and 800 nm with a 4p
radiometer deployed as part of the TBS and downward
irradiances measured at the ground with a spectrometer.
The mean intensity and the total downward irradiance
measurements obtained under cloudy conditions on May
29, 2008 were compared with model simulations for the
coupled atmosphere-surface (snow/ice, open water) sys-
tem. The subsequent analysis helped us estimate the
mixed phase cloud optical properties, such as optical
depth, single-scattering albedo and asymmetry factor. The
maximum cloud optical depth estimated from a good
match between measured and simulated radiometric data
was found to be approximately 31 at 500 nm and
approximately 32 at 800 nm. We also found the total
downward irradiance at the ground not to be very
sensitive to the vertical distribution of the cloud optical
depth as long as the total optical depth remained
unchanged. The mean intensity and downward irradiance
were found to be most sensitive to the single-scattering
albedo of the cloud particles.

In Section 2, the instrumentation deployed on the
balloon and at the ground is described. Section 3 describes
the radiometric measurements. In Section 4, we discuss
the radiative transfer model and its inputs in terms of
cloud optical properties, which were chosen to be
consistent with the CPI cloud particle data. Section 5
discusses the results. Finally, in Section 6, we provide a
summary along with an outlook on the future use of the
TBS in atmospheric studies of optical properties of mixed-
phase clouds.

2. Instrumentation

The TBS instruments used in this study were deployed on
a balloon (see Fig. 1) to measure meteorological parameters,
cloud particle microphysical characteristics and radiometric
parameters. The radiometric measurements to be focused
on in this paper were made with a lightweight two-channel
moderate bandwidth filter instrument, named NILU-CUBE,
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as the TBS was flown to an altitude of about 1400 m on a
clear-sky day and 1200 m on a cloudy day. The 4p
radiometer, designed and constructed by the Norwegian
Institute of Air Research (NILU), was refurbished and
carefully tested before launch [8]. Fig. 2 provides a close-
up view of the NILU-CUBE instrument, which consists of six
sensors mounted on the faces of a cube, each sensor
measuring the irradiance in two channels, centered at
approximately 500 and 800 nm and having a full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of approximately 10 nm, as shown
in Fig. 3. Data were recorded every two seconds and stored
in a separate logging unit.

During flight the NILU-CUBE should ideally be mounted
such that one sensor would face approximately upwards
measuring downwelling radiation, while the opposite sensor
would measure upwelling radiation. Then the remaining
four sensors would point approximately towards the
horizon. In reality the NILU-CUBE was attached to the tether
in one corner as shown in Fig. 1. As the balloon ascended, the
payload would rotate, so that the signal measured by the six
sensors would vary considerably. The radiance incident from
all directions contributes to the actinic flux, defined as the
incident radiation integrated over all solid angles, which is
the same as 4p times the mean intensity. The details of the
calibration and orientation effects of the measurements are
discussed in Koskulics et al. [8].

3. Measurement results

3.1. Clear sky balloon measurements obtained on

May 4, 2008

The meteorological package below the balloon (see Fig. 1)
collected ancillary meteorological data (pressure, tem-
perature, humidity, wind speed and wind direction) to
support the cloud particle measurements as well as to
provide real-time information to aid in positioning the
TBS at altitudes of interest. A cloud particle imager (CPI)
[9] was used to collect high resolution images of water
drops and ice particles in clouds. The CPI (Fig. 4) records
images of cloud particles, which can be used to determine
particle sizes and shapes and to determine the asymmetry
factor for each cloud layer. Before launch of the TBS
each irradiance measuring sensor was calibrated outdoors
by comparison with irradiance data measured by a
co-located reference instrument (TriOS RAMSES-ACC-UV
Hyperspectral UV/VIS Irradiance sensor), which was
pointing towards zenith to measure the total downward
irradiance (for details see Koskulics et al. [8]).

On the clear-sky day of May 4, 2008 (Fig. 5) the flight
started at 16:49:50 UTC and lasted till 20:23:38 UTC. The
NILU-CUBE instrument in the balloon recorded data every
2 s and Fig. 5 shows the vertical profile of the clear-sky mean
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Fig. 1. The TBS with instrumentation attached to the tether of the

balloon. The container directly beneath the balloon houses the

meteorological (MET) package and cloud particle imager (CPI). The 4p
radiometer is attached to the tether 10 m beneath the balloon.

Fig. 2. NILU-CUBE moderate bandwidth filter instrument consisting of six sensors mounted on the faces of a cube.
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intensity measured under clear sky conditions at different
solar zenith angles during the flight. As mentioned
previously, the NILU Cube instrument measured the
hemispherical irradiance in six mutually orthogonal
directions normal to the surfaces on a cube. These
hemispherical irradiances depend on the orientation of the
instrument relative to a potential dominant direction of the
radiation field, which would give the instrument directional
sensitivity when measuring an anisotropic radiation field.
The small kinks, such as the one seen around an altitude of
800 m in Fig. 5, are attributed to the directional sensitivity of
the NILU-CUBE instrument. The reduction in mean intensity
with altitude is due to the effective surface albedo being
larger when the instrument is close to the snow covered
surface. As the balloon ascends, darker areas including open
water and buildings tend to reduce the effective ground
albedo and thus decrease the mean intensity. Some outliers
in the plot could be attributed to computer generated errors
in the collection of the data from the instrument.

3.2. Cloudy sky balloon measurements obtained on May 29,

2008

On the cloudy day of May 29, 2008 the flight started at
10:45:02 and lasted till 15:25:06 UTC. As shown in Fig. 6,
the balloon flew up to approximately 1200 m and

different values of the mean intensity were found below
and above the cloud. Madronich [10] and de Arellano et al.
[11] predicted that lower mean intensity values would be
found inside a cloud than in clear-sky conditions and that
the mean intensity would increase with altitude in a cloud
to reach a maximum value near the cloud top. Fig. 6
shows that on May 29, 2008 there was a general increase
in the mean intensity with altitude and that this increase
was fairly large between 400 and 700 m and even larger
between 700 and to 1200 m, where maximum mean
intensity values of nearly 300 and 167 mW m�2 nm�1

were recorded in the 500 and 800 nm channels,
respectively. The behavior seen in Fig. 6 of the mean
intensity in the presence of clouds is consistent with an
enhancement of the diffuse radiation due to multiple
scattering [10]. This enhancement varies with altitude
because of variations during the time of flight of the solar
zenith angle and also of cloud characteristics, such as
cloud-base and cloud-top height, as well as cloud optical
depth. During the descent, Fig. 6 shows a significant
reduction in the mean intensity between 1200 and 800 m
and a smaller reduction between 700 and 400 m. These
changes could again be due to the changing cloud
conditions during the time of flight. Again, some outliers
in the plot could be due to computer generated errors in
the collection of data from the instrument. The difference
between the two wavelength channels in terms of
radiative transfer lies mainly in the scattering and
absorption properties of the cloud-free molecular
atmosphere. Thus, there is slightly more absorption in
the 800 nm channel. In the future we would like to
explore the benefit of adding channels in the near infrared
beyond 800 nm. The scattering and absorption properties
of snow are also different at the two wavelengths. Finally,
the solar irradiance at the top of the atmosphere has
different values at these two wavelengths.

3.3. Ground measurements obtained on May 29, 2008

On the cloudy day of May 29, 2008 the reference
instrument (TriOS RAMSES-ACC-UV Hyperspectral UV/VIS
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Fig. 4. Cloud particle imager (CPI) data obtained on May 29, 2008.

Fig. 3. NILU-CUBE detector filter response for the 500 nm (left) and the 800 nm channel (right).
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Irradiance sensor) recorded the total downward irradi-
ance [Fig. 7] from 10:57 UTC to 15:57 UTC at the ground
every 5 min in the wavelength range between 319 and
915mm, providing data that can be used to estimate the
total optical depth of the cloud as a function of time.
At any given time, the total cloud optical depth inferred
from the ground radiometer and the 4p radiometer
deployed on the TBS must be the same.

4. Model simulations

4.1. Radiative transfer model

To simulate the TBS and ground-based radiometric
measurements we let the cloud be represented by
vertically stratified layers of liquid droplets and ice
particles, so that we could compute irradiances and mean
intensities by using an azimuthally averaged version of

the radiative transfer equation, which describes transfer
of the diffuse monochromatic solar intensity I in a
scattering and absorbing plane-parallel atmosphere:

u
dIðt,uÞ

dt ¼ Iðt,uÞ�
aðtÞ

2

Z 1

�1
du0pðt,u0,uÞIðt,u0Þ�S�ðt,uÞ: ð1Þ

Here dtðzÞ ¼�kðzÞdz, tðzÞ is the non-dimensional optical
depth, z is the altitude, aðtðzÞÞ ¼ sðzÞ=kðzÞ is the single-
scattering albedo, sðzÞ is the scattering coefficient, k(z) is
extinction coefficient, pðt,u0,uÞ is the scattering phase
function and S�ðt,uÞ is the solar beam pseudo-source,
which drives the diffuse radiation. Without S�ðt,uÞ there
would be no diffuse radiation. To incorporate clouds in a
plane-parallel radiative transfer model we may use
multiple stratified homogeneous layers. If we adopt a
sufficiently large number of layers, this approach, which
has been used in a number of studies (see e.g. Tsay et al.
[12,13]), can account for significant vertical variations in
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Fig. 6. Estimated mean intensity at 800 nm (left trace) and 500 nm (right trace) for cloudy sky conditions during ascent (left panel) and descent
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gaseous absorption and scattering as well as in the size
distribution of water droplets and in the size and shape
distributions of ice particles and their associated radiative
effects. Based upon these considerations, we constructed a
radiative transfer model that included radiative interac-
tions with atmospheric gases (see Section 4.2.1) as well as
parameterized treatments of scattering and absorption by
cloud particles (see Section 4.2.2).

To solve the radiative transfer equation [Eq. (1)] we
employed the radiative transfer code DISORT [7], which is
well suited for our purpose. The input to the model included
solar irradiance data obtained from NASA’s Solar Radiation
and Climate Experiment (SORCE) taken to be approximately
1900 mW m�2 nm�1 at 500 nm and 1100 mW m�2 nm�1

at 800 nm. Other input parameters included the cosine
of the solar zenith angle calculated from http://
www.srrb.noaa.gov/highlights/sunrise/azel.html (NOAA’s
solar calculator) and a Lambertian surface albedo, which
was estimated from measurements taken under clear-sky
conditions.

4.2. Inherent optical properties

4.2.1. Clear atmosphere

To estimate molecular absorption and scattering we
used MODTRAN (MODerate resolution atmospheric
TRANsmission), which is a computer program designed
to simulate atmospheric propagation of electromagnetic
radiation in the 100–50,000 cm�1 (0:22100mm) spectral
range. We used 42 layers to represent the vertical
variation of the atmospheric absorption with a height
resolution of 100 m from the ground up to an altitude of
2000 m and with a coarser height resolution from there up
to the top of the atmosphere at 70 km (see Fig. 8). The
scattering optical depth tscatter and the total optical depth
ttotal at 500 and 800 nm for molecular (Rayleigh)

scattering and absorption in each of the 42 atmospheric
layers were computed using MODTRAN.

To simulate the radiation field at the location of the 4p
radiometer deployed on the TBS platform, the appropriate
altitude to be used in the model was calculated from the
pressure data collected by the meteorological package.

4.2.2. Cloud model

Fig. 8 shows the cloud layers embedded within the 42
layers of clear atmosphere. The CPI data helped in defining
the structure of the cloud profile. Based upon CPI data
from May 29, 2008 (Fig. 4) and the behavior of the
measured irradiance on that day, we included two cloud
layers, a lower layer stretching from 400 to 700 m and a
higher layer stretching from 700 to 1200 m. Due to
unknown conditions above the balloon’s maximum
height, we cannot guarantee the absence or presence of
clouds above 1200 m. However, the sharp gradient seen in
Fig. 6 indicates that we are very close to the top of the
cloud. The CPI data for May 29, 2008 showed that there
was ice mainly near the ground in the lower cloud layer
and liquid water in the upper cloud layer. Since the optical
depth usually decreases when liquid water transforms
into the solid phase [14], the lower cloud layer is expected
to be optically thinner than the higher cloud layer. The
first moment of the scattering phase function, the so
called asymmetry factor g, is often adopted to describe the
radiative properties of clouds. The asymmetry factor and
the single-scattering albedo of the cloud particles were
parameterized on the basis of Mie theory [15]. We used
the Henyey–Greenstein scattering phase function, which
depends only on the asymmetry factor, to characterize
the angular distribution of the scattered radiation. Since
the asymmetry factor usually is smaller for ice than for
water [1,15–17], we let the asymmetry factor for cloud
particles in the lower ice-cloud layer be smaller (g=0.75)
than in the higher liquid-water cloud layer (g=0.80).
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The single-scattering albedo was assumed to be 0.999
both at 500 and 800 nm.

5. Results

The radiometric data obtained during the flight on May
29, 2008 under cloudy conditions were analyzed using the
radiative transfer model described in Section 4. The
optical properties of the cloud were represented by its
optical depth, single-scattering albedo and asymmetry
factor. As described in Section 4, we fixed the single-
scattering albedo and the asymmetry factor for both cloud
layers, but allowed the cloud optical depth to vary in the
two atmospheric cloud layers. Fig. 9 shows a comparison
of the total downward irradiance measured at the surface
with the ground-based radiometer with that obtained
from our simulations. The total cloud optical depth was
varied in the model until agreement was obtained
between measured and simulated irradiances at 500 and

800 nm, for which we have simultaneous measurements
obtained with the 4p radiometer deployed on the TBS
platform.

The total downward irradiance measured by the
ground-based radiometer depends mainly on the total
optical depth and is insensitive to its vertical distribution.
Hence, it contains little information about the vertical
cloud structure. But the mean intensity inferred from
measurements by the 4p radiometer, deployed on the TBS
platform inside the cloud, will be sensitive to the vertical
cloud structure. By varying the optical depth of the lower
and higher cloud layers until we get the best match
between measured and simulated mean intensities, we
obtain information about the vertical distribution of the
optical depth within the cloud, while the total optical
depth is constrained to be the same as that inferred from
the ground-based radiometer data. Thus, simultaneous
measurements of the total downward irradiance with the
ground-based radiometer and the mean intensity with the
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in-cloud 4p radiometer allow us to estimate the fraction
of the total optical depth that can be attributed to each of
the lower and higher cloud layers.

Fig. 10 shows results of applying the procedure
described above to estimate cloud structure during the
ascent and descent of the TBS platform. In the left panel
we display a comparison of simulated and measured
mean intensities for the 500 nm channel of the 4p
radiometer and the right panel displays comparison for
the 800 nm channel. The comparisons are limited to
simultaneous measurements obtained by the ground-
based radiometer and the 4p radiometer deployed on the
TBS platform. Fig. 11 shows the partitioning of the optical

depth between the lower and higher cloud layer during
the flight. These optical depths are obtained at a particular
time or solar zenith angle by finding the best
simultaneous match of the total optical depth estimated
from the 4p measurements at that particular time
(height) and from the total downward irradiance
measured with upward-looking radiometer on the
ground. Clearly, the upper liquid-water cloud layer was
optically much thicker than the lower ice-cloud layer.

The simulated mean intensities were found to be in
good agreement with those inferred from the measured
4p radiometer data for the flight conducted during cloudy
conditions on May 29, 2008. As a result of this analysis we
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found that there is better agreement between modeled
and measured mean intensities within thick clouds. This
circumstance can be attributed to the predominance of
diffuse radiation in optically thick clouds. We also found
that the maximum total cloud optical depth inferred from
the data collected on May 29 was approximately 31 at
500 nm and approximately 32 at 800 nm. Furthermore, we
see from Fig. 10 that there is close agreement between
modeled and measured mean intensities during the
ascent. On the other hand, during balloon descent there
is considerable disagreement between simulated and
measured mean intensities near the ground. A possible
reason for this discrepancy could be that a small amount
of riming formed as the balloon descended on May 29,
2008 (see Fig. 2). Such riming would be expected to
reduce the sensitivity of the 4p radiometer and would
help explain the difference between simulated and
measured mean intensities towards the end of the balloon
flight during descent.

6. Summary and outlook

A novel system has been developed for in situ

measurements of cloud microphysical and radiative
properties. This system is capable of measuring true
vertical profiles and time series of microphysical and
radiometric properties. Such in situ measurements are not
feasible using aircraft or ground-based remote sensing
instruments only. The powered tether approach allows for
long time series and uninterrupted operation. This feature
is especially valuable in cold climates where battery
lifetime is limited. The radiometric data collected in May
2008 at Ny-Ålesund via two instruments, namely the
NILU-CUBE 4p radiometer on the balloon flight and the
RAMSES radiometer on the ground, were analysed to
retrieve optical properties of a mixed-phase cloud. For

this purpose a radiation model was constructed that
included scattering and absorption by both molecules and
cloud particles.

Our analysis of the radiometer data for the flight on
May 29, 2008 can be summarized as follows:

� there was better agreement between simulated and
measured mean intensities within thick clouds, which
we attribute to the enhanced presence of diffuse
radiation in optically thick clouds;
� the maximum total cloud optical depth observed on

May 29, 2008 was approximately 31 at 500 nm and
approximately 32 at 800 nm;
� there was close agreement between simulated and

measured mean intensities during the ascent;
� during balloon descent there was considerable dis-

agreement between simulated and measured mean
intensities near the ground. A small amount of riming
formed as the balloon descended could be the reason
for reduced sensitivity of the 4p radiometer during the
descent.

The TBS is a platform that can be used to deploy a
variety of instrument packages into the atmospheric
boundary layer including cloud condensation nuclei
(CCN) and ice forming nuclei (IFN) counters as well as
cameras for monitoring the surface conditions, filters for
collecting and analyzing ice nuclei, a particle imaging
probe that extends to cm-size particles and a new
miniaturized ðo2 kgÞ in situ cloud lidar currently under
development.

The CPI used in the current TBS weighs 7 kg. A
miniature CPI, designed to fly on a small, unmanned
aerial system, is now under development and weighs less
than 2 kg. Adoption of this new CPI technology into the
TBS, would increase the payload potential by 5 kg and
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Fig. 11. Left: Varying optical depth at 500 nm for the two cloud layers. Right: Varying optical depth at 800 nm for the two cloud layers. The lower bar

(gray) shows the optical depth of the lower cloud layer, while the upper stacked bar (black) shows the optical depth of the upper cloud layer during

the flight.
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thus enable one to add new instruments, such as those
discussed above.

The current 4p radiometer has only two channels. It
would be valuable to build a next-generation radiometer
that would include additional near-infrared channels.

The present winch, built for the 1998 SHEBA project,
was dimensioned for a tether designed to carry high
currents that would heat the tether for deicing purposes.
The high-current approach necessitated a large drum that
would provide large surface area exposure for adequate
cooling of the tether. It was found that the high current
was unnecessary for deicing and a lower-current ap-
proach was subsequently adopted. Since the high current
and large drum are no longer needed, a smaller drum
could be fabricated that would considerably reduce the
size and weight of the TBS and allow it to be transported
on commercial airliners with limited cargo door access
dimensions.

Finally, it would be useful to develop reliable data
processing tools that could be used to turn the data
collected by the TBS instruments into meaningful geophy-
sical parameters. For example, flow modeling and calibra-
tion techniques need to be developed to better quantify CPI
collection efficiency of water and ice particles, which is a
complex solution of particle type and size, fall velocity,
ambient wind speed and sample tube angle of attack.
Quantified water drop and ice particle size distributions
would then be used to compute total water drop and ice
particle concentrations, liquid water content (LWC), ice
water content (IWC), effective radii and extinction coeffi-
cients and combined values of these parameters. The
asymmetry parameter, can be derived from Mie scattering
theory for the liquid water drop portion of the cloud and
from lookup tables that relate CPI particle shape to the
scattering phase function for the ice portion of the cloud
[18,19]. Also, data collected with the 4p radiometer, as
discussed in this paper, in conjunction with the CPI data
can be used to infer the total optical depth and its
partitioning between liquid water and ice. These optical
properties (effective particle size, ice water path, extinction
coefficient, optical depth and asymmetry parameter) which
can be derived from future TBS measurements, are the
inputs required by climate models.

To put future TBS measurements into perspective, we
close by noting that a proper treatment of clouds in the
Arctic is a prerequisite for reliable estimates of climate
forcing, the onset of snowmelt, the rate of snow/ice ablation,
the length of the melt season [20,21] and ultimately the fate
of sea ice and ice sheets in a changing climate.
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